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“We are London’s hotel workers. We are the engine that drives London’s tourism sector. We are the 
luggage porters, the receptionists, the chefs, the waiters, the bartenders and the room attendants. 
We greet the guests and carry their luggage, we check them into their rooms, we cook their meals, serve 
their tables and pour their drinks, we make their beds and clean their rooms. 

We are proud to be professional. We are proud of our skills and our customer service. We deserve to be 
treated better than we are. We are proud of our union membership and the voice this gives us. We do not 
deserve to be exploited and taken advantage of. 

United Nations Global Compact – Principle 3 

Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the 
effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining.
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We are committed to making the Global Compact 
and it’s principles part of the strategy, culture and 
day-to-day operations of our company.”

Andrew Cosslett CEO – letter of commitment 
to UN Global Compact (23rd November 2009)

           Since 2014 we have a brand 
         standard in place that requires 
        all IHG hotels to adopt and display a 
human rights policy and make colleagues 
aware of this annually – 

IHG Global Compact 
Communication on Progress

IHG Vendor Code of 
Conduct sets out the 
standards under which 
suppliers are expected to 
operate, including in 
relation to human rights 
and modern slavery in 
areas such as voluntary 
freedom of association, 
working conditions and 
forced labour – 

IHG Global Compact 
Communication on Progress

‘By joining Unite you have damaged any trust 
we have in you’ 

IHG manager at managed property
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In August 2016 Unite Hotel Workers Branch launched its ‘Unethical London’ report based on the 
experiences of Unite members working for global hotel brands which operate in the capital and of the 
experience of union officers and organisers working to restore basic human rights, freedom of association 
and collective bargaining to the sector. 

The Unite Hotel Workers Branch received a human rights award at the IRB World Tourism Convention 
in February 2017 in recognition of the report and for their ongoing campaigning work within the 
hotel industry.

Intercontinental Hotels Group (IHG) 
IHG is the fourth largest hotel management and hotel brand franchisor in the world. IHG operates under 
12 different brands in 100 countries and of its 5,348 hotels only eight are directly owned and managed 
by the company with 4,433 under franchise agreements. In 2017 it made a gross revenue of $25.7 
billion from its 800,000 hotel rooms with 81% of that profit coming exclusively from franchised and 
managed hotels.

• Current operating revenue/turnover: 120,438.00 

• Total assets: 534,345.00 

• Shareholders’ funds: 489.7 million 

• Return on shareholder funds: 7.87% 

• Directors fees: £3.02 million 

• Highest paid director: £1.66 million 

• 429 companies in the corporate group

UN Global Compact 

IHG hotels employ 29,235 employees. There are collective bargaining arrangements in place with 
independent trade unions in North America and other regions in both managed and franchised properties. 
However not one of its UK employees enjoy the protection of a trade union agreement despite IHG having 
become a signatory to the UN Global Compact in 2009 which commits it to actively promote the right to 
freedom of association and collective bargaining. 

Vendor Code of Conduct 
IHG makes much of its ‘Vendor Code of Conduct’ which signs its supply chain up to IHG business standards 
while at the same time hiding its poor employment practices behind its ‘asset-light’ business model which 
allows IHG to use its franchisee status as a means to distance itself from operational matters.  

Unite’s view is that IHG fails to meet its global commitments to its UK employees by giving them over to 
local management or sub-contractors without putting in place adequate checks on employment and 
management of staff. 

Introduction
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Furthermore, in 2012 IHG made a public commitment to staff to introduce the London Living Wage (LLW) 
by 2017 as part of its successful bid to become the hotel provider for the London games. In 2017 the 
incoming London mayor Sadiq Khan publically called IHG out for failing to honour this commitment. In 
the same year Unite put this to the IHG shareholders meeting and were told that it was a matter for the 
individual hotels and franchisees.  They subsequently announced that they no longer intended to honour 
the Living Wage promise in their directly managed hotels. 

This supplement gives an insight into what Unite the Union and the Unite Hotel Workers Branch believe 
to be an unethical approach to the collective rights of workers in the UK that contravenes human rights 
legislation and the UN Global Compact. 

‘Union membership is a no-go area. The company do not 
believe that an employee has the right to be a member. 
Many times, I have heard senior leaders make negative 
comments about union membership’

Unite member employed in IHG franchised property.



Housekeeping – A culture of fear and bullying 

Like most hotel chains, IHG and its franchise holders operate a large number of  its UK housekeeping 
departments on a sub-contracted business model with sub-contractors expected to invoice the hotels by 
the number of rooms cleaned, rather than by the number of staff employed and the number of hours 
worked. This leads to a constant pressure on productivity levels and promotes a culture of bullying in 
order to achieve unrealistic targets that enable contractors to turn a profit on unrealistic margins.

The IHG Vendor Code of Conduct applies to contractors delivering services within the hotel chain; this is 
most commonly the housekeeping department. Contracts are won by the cheapest bidder who pay the 
legal minimum and who invoice the hotel per room and not by hours worked. This puts huge pressure on 
supervisors to turn around an unrealistic number of rooms per day.  That pressure is passed onto the room 
attendants who are expected to clean beyond agreed productivity levels. Health and safety corners are 
cut; standing on desks to reach ledges, lifting mattresses alone, moving heavy furniture and working 
through breaks.  

Crowne Plaza City 

In 2015, at the Crowne Plaza City, housekeeping contractor Servest bid for the housekeeping contract. Its 
bid was based on the National Minimum Wage (NMW) despite the existing housekeeping staff being on a 
higher hourly rate. Despite its stated commitment to phasing in the London Living Wage, IHG chose the 
NMW bid. At the time of the decision the London Living Wage (LLW) stood at £8.80 an hour, compared to 
the UK minimum wage of £7.83 an hour.   

Housekeepers at the hotel were paid an hourly rate that was higher than the NMW, but less than the LLW. 
While the existing workforce had their pay rates protected by law, new housekeeping staff were hired on 
the lower NMW rate, thus increasing the gap between that of the London Living Wage. In November that 
year the London Living Wage increased to £9.40 an hour.

‘I am made to feel that I can’t do anything right, my manager rotas me on for 8 or 10 days straight 
and she shouts at me, she asks me if I can read properly and tells me not to ask questions. I love 
my job, I work with really great people, but this is all making me feel depressed and down.’
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Sub-contracted Room Attendant at IHG managed property
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Failure to consult 
Both IHG and Servest failed to comply in full with the legal requirements to consult collectively on the 
decision to outsource the housekeeping department. This resulted in Unite taking a legal claim for a Protective 
Award as provided for under UK law. Both companies settled this matter out of court with multiple applicants 
connected to the claim. 

Furthermore, it became clear to Unite that in the early stages of the contract that Servest local management 
were intent on bullying the diverse workforce originally employed directly and supplemented by another agency 
out of their positions. There was clearly a strategy to replace these workers with a predominantly Romanian 
migrant workforce with Romanian speaking supervisory and management structures. 

Unite requested a joint meeting with IHG and Servest to discuss the union’s concerns and to request that 
IHG honours its Global Compact commitments by facilitating talks with Servest on a collective bargaining 
agreement. IHG offered its support and then claimed that the Compact was simply guidance that they had 
no obligation to follow. No practical support or assistance was offered in tackling these serious issues. 

Unite subsequently pursued a legal route to achieve a recognition agreement, which was eventually signed 
with assistance from the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (Acas) on a voluntary basis.   

However, Servest now operate within tight financial margins that make contingency planning for sickness 
absence, staff shortage, staff training and maternity payments, a matter not of good employment practice but 
a consideration of profit and loss. 

The only means that workers have of addressing poor employment practices is through their union but despite 
IHG’s claims to the UN Global Compact, forming a union at the Crowne Plaza City is a dangerous business 
leading to bullying, disciplinaries and dismissal.  

The majority of the Crowne Plaza’s housekeepers were once from black and ethnic minority backgrounds. 
Today, there are no longer any workers from these backgrounds with the department now almost exclusively 
reliant on EU migrant workers from Romania. 

Servest 

Unite believes that IHG must bear responsibility for the misery and poverty pay that is the lot of a Servest 
housekeeper.  

Servest’s agreement with Unite allows access to workers for recruitment and brought them into pay talks that 
are still ongoing. Our members also used the protection of their union to challenge the bullying culture, and 
have submitted collective grievances to Servest citing examples of shouting, derogatory and personal 
comments and the strenuous demands to increase agreed productivity levels.  

Trade union activity is a legitimate part of Unite membership at the Crowne Plaza, backed up by a local 
agreement as well as the international agreements signed by IHG.  But in reality our members are far from 
being able to exercise freedom of association and the freedom of discrimination for trade members that 
these agreements allow.  

For example, last May, Unite called a protest at the hotel to coincide with IHG’s annual shareholder’s meeting, 
which provoked an extraordinary response from Servest.  The contractor threated disciplinary action against 
any staff participating in the protest and actually changed break times to prevent staff from attending in their 
own time.
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‘The housekeeping department has a brutal culture’ 

Sub-Contracted room attendant at IHG managed property

“I went to Holiday Inn Heathrow where the allegation by Stella and Anna, two Polish room 
attendants, was that Holiday Inn Heathrow, the brand owned by IHG, had told its agencies that 
they would only get paid for the number of rooms cleaned and not the hours worked. In this Hotel 
we proved that the two Polish women were only being paid £2.76 per hour instead of the then 
NMW of £5.73. 

But amazingly on their training induction of three days work, for the 22.5 hrs they worked, they 
were paid £18.00, a gross pay of 80p per hour. All of this is fully documented for the five weeks 
these two migrant women worked.”

• Migrant workers are paid less than British workers 

• Migrant workers are segregated according to language / ethnicity / nationality 

• Migrant workers are less like to be directly employed 

• Migrant workers are recruited by informal mean such as word of mouth 

• Agencies are used which mainly / only supply workers from one particular nationality 

• Workers of a particular nationality are recruited because they ‘fit in’ better with the 
workforce already employed

Room attendants experience this brutal culture every day as they cope with understaffing, caused by a 
high staff turnover of workers unprepared to put up with the arduous workloads, long hours and low pay.  

Unite housekeeping members are the ones fighting for fair workloads and fair breaks and as a 
consequence become targets for bullying and harassment from their managers, who are determined to 
fulfil the IHG contracts within the budget allocated. At the Crowne Plaza City Unite members find 
themselves overly supervised; set unachievable targets and are subject to insults and personal criticism.  

The bullying culture and unreasonable targets, often lead to direct breaches of the minimum wage. 
Something that has been happening for nearly a decade.  

Hugh O’Shea from the Unite Hotel Workers Branch explains.  

Brutal Culture

Unite’s experience is that in the majority of cases the workforce supplied by sub-contractors are 
predominantly migrant and of the same nationality, speaking very little or no English, unaware of their 
rights and heavily reliant on housekeepers or supervisors to translate.  

Migrant workers  

We believe that the business model adopted by IHG creates a climate whereby migrant workers are 
subject to the negative indicators identified by the Equality and Human Right Commission in terms of 
the Right to Equality and the Right to Non-Discrimination of migrant workers.
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Example of poor practice

Blythswood Hotel, Glasgow – A Case of 5 Star Mistreatment  

On 22 November 2018, 22 housekeepers at the IHG flagship hotel in Glasgow submitted a collective 
grievance for xenophobic bullying, impossible workloads and zero hour contracts. The grievance (signed 
by over 90% of the housekeeping department) highlighted bullying from the housekeeping manager who 
aimed her vitriol at the mostly non-British workforce who she said were “too stupid to clean rooms”. She 
also said that Polish workers were the “laziest she had ever worked with”. Most of the migrant workforce 
remained on zero-hour contracts despite some of them having worked there for over two years.  

Following representations from Unite, the Head of Housekeeping was removed from her post and most 
staff were moved off zero hour contracts and offered minimum hour contracts of between 20-30 hours. 
However serious issues still exist, with some members still not having received an hourly contract and 
having their hours cut – we believe for being part of the collective grievance.  

As part of the grievance process, we were informed that the company had carried out an 
“independent review” of room cleaning times which suggested the following room times:  

Superior Room 35 minutes  

Deluxe Rooms 35 minutes  

Twin Rooms 40 minutes  

Junior Suite 40 minutes  

Suits 50 minutes 

These times would be manageable if they were actually adhered to. The problem is that our members are 
still being given up to 20 rooms to clean (as well as public area) in a 7.5 hour shift (which includes staff 
meeting) leaving less than 20 minutes to clean a room.  

IHG, led by the Head of HR, refused to hear the grievance appeal on a collective basis, stating that IHG 
did not recognise Unite and had no obligation to engage with a grievance on a collective level. When we 
challenged this we were told by the People Director that they were no longer willing to deal with Unite 
due to our “increasingly confrontational and legalistic tone” and told us to contact their legal adviser 
Alan Chalmers from DLA Piper
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Chefs – If You Can’t Stand the Heat! 

The impact of Brexit has left many kitchens running short staffed, with chefs pressurised into working 
excessive hours, many of which end up being unpaid. 

Unite conducted a survey of Unite members working as chefs for IHG. The results show excessive hours 
and poor health & safety at work.  

• 44% work 48 to 60 hours each week 

• 69% believe their hours impact adversely on their health 

• 78% have had an accident or near miss at work due to being overtired 

The Working Time Regulations limit the working week to 48 hours, unless the employee consciously 
agrees to opt out and signs a waiver to that effect. The way employers get round this legal requirement is 
to insert an opt-out into the standard employment contract so that workers sign at the beginning of their 
employment without realising that they have done so.  This opt-out is used to maximise the hours chefs 
are expected to work. 

IHG consistently applies this practice, as this extract from a standard IHG employment contract of 
employment shows: 

5.4  You agree that your working time, including overtime (whether or not paid, in any reference period 
may exceed 48 hours in any seven day period and that the limit specified in Regulation 4(1) of the 
Working Time Regulations 1998 (the Regulations) shall not apply to your employment by the company. 
You may withdraw your consent to work more than 48 hours per week by giving the company not less 
than 3 months’ notice to your Human Resource Manager’

 “Chefs are at breaking point. No overtime payment is made as Kew Green and IHG use the fact that they 
have opted to work more than 48. Staff over 18 are given no option but to sign.”

Chef at franchised IHG hotel

“A chef at an IHG hotel came to the Unite hotel workers’ branch surgery complaining that a sous chef 
threw a plate of food on the floor, broke a plate and told him to "get out of it". He was really shaken by 
the incident. 

He explained that he had started on zero hours, but worked regular hours. It took him three years to be 
given a contract which still specified he would work "when the company needs him". He was doing over-
time every week, but was extremely worried about his status and job security. He had cut himself badly on 
a mandolin, and had to take two weeks off. The company told him he could not even get statutory sick pay 
(SSP) because he was still "zero hours status".  

He raised a complaint with HMRC who then instructed IHG to pay him his SSP. However he lost £800 
because of the accident.”  

Hugh O’Shea – Unite Hotel Workers Branch



Food and Beverage – Fair Tips 

Unite has been campaigning for fair tips for hospitality workers for 
over a decade. IHG and its franchisees pay waiting and room service staff 
at around or just above the legal minimum hourly rate and supplements this with 
a share of the 12.5% service charge. 

A tronc system is used to distribute the service charge to workers and this is likely to be opted out of national 
insurance via current HMRC rules. Unite has been highly critical of the lack of transparency of many tronc oper-
ations and the ease with which management can take control of its distribution.  

Unite has received numerous complaints and reports about the lack of transparency in tronc schemes operat-
ing in food and beverage operations in both managed and franchised IHG hotels. 

The following case study is by no means an isolated incident.

                I don’t believe IHG does 
                anything at all to promote the 
           right of Freedom of Association and 
Collective Bargaining for employees.

Unite member in IHG 
managed property.
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Crowne Plaza Kensington case study 

Unite was approached by an Food and Beverage (F&B) team at this directly managed IHG property in London. 
They believed that their service charge tips where being unfairly distributed and had been unable to get any 
clarity on the matter from IHG.  

Their pay slips evidenced a 50% reduction in service charge payments to each member of the F&B team 
despite income into the restaurant remaining at the same level. There had been no consultation or warning 
that there was to be a reduction in the amount of money coming to them from the tronc.  

All members of Unite, the F&B team wrote collectively to IHG asking for an explanation and a meeting with 
the hotel manager. Each individual Unite member was then put through a 1:2:1 meeting with senior 
management who stated that there was no problem and blamed Unite for causing trouble. A further letter 
to IHG European HR managers secured the F&B team a meeting with the hotel manager.  

There followed an extraordinary scene in the hotel where Unite members gathered in the meeting room 
along with their Unite officer only to have the union officer escorted from the room by the hotel manager. 
There was no satisfactory outcome to the issue of disappearing tips, the meeting was used to suggest that 
there were no changes and Unite members were denied the opportunity to raise their legitimate concerns 
about their lost wages. 

What was clear throughout this situation was how strenuously IHG kept Unite at bay, suggesting that Unite 
were separate to the membership rather than a legitimate organisation raising concerns about a questionable 
workplace practice and the overarching sense was that there was no place for a union at IHG.  

Our members had attempted to use the grievance machinery available to them and to exercise their right 
to freedom of association in pursuit of a legitimate end. But all they met with was obstruction and 
avoidance by IHG.

This is a far cry from the key principles of the voluntary Fair Tips Code of practice which IHG, as an affiliate 
of the main employer group endorsing the code, should apply.
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The Code of Best Practice 

The Government has developed a Code of Best Practice on Service Charges, Tips, Gratuities and Cover 
Charges with trade unions, business representatives and consumer groups. It is a voluntary code and 
explains how employers should handle tips and gratuities.  

• All workers should be fully informed on the distribution and breakdown of service charges, tips, 
gratuities and cover charges and the level and purpose of deductions. 

• Businesses should seek to reach agreement with workers on any change of policy. 

Employers should have a policy on tips that includes information on: 

• how tips will be distributed, and if a tronc is used; 

• if cash and card tips are treated differently; 

• the name of the tronc master where there is one; 

• if any deductions are made from tips; 

• and what happens to tips during leave, sickness absence etc..

The London Living Wage is an hourly rate of pay, currently set at £10.55. It is calculated independently 
to reflect the high cost of living in the capital, giving a worker in London and their family enough to 
afford the essentials and to save. 

London Living Wage Foundation

“Housekeeping at the hotel is on minimum wage & zero hours, overworked and understaffed. I worked a 
whole year with little holiday and didn’t have any weekends off. I asked many times for my holidays but 
was refused because of staff shortages. When it came to April I was told I had lost all my holidays. 
This happens every year. We work for minimum wage then lose our holiday entitlement.”  

Worker at IHG branded franchise hotel 

London Living Wage – A Broken Promise

In 2012 IHG received a huge publicity boost after it announced that it was to be the first major hotel chain 
to pay the London Living Wage, stating that it would be phased in at all managed properties in London.

‘We’ve made a commitment to become a London Living Wage employer in all London Hotels we manage 
over the next five years.’ 

Stephen McCall, IHG Managing Director for UK and Ireland

“This is a brave and historic move by IHG; London’s hospitality sector has too long suffered from poverty 
pay.  Finally we have a leader in the market.’ 

Neil Jameson, London Citizens Director    

‘Not only does it foster a loyal and hardworking workforce, it can help lift people out of poverty and give 
them a proper reward for their labours.’ 

Boris Johnson, former Mayor of London
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London Living Wage  

The London Living Wage increases annually on 1 November. With every year the gap between the lowest 
hourly rate in IHG and the London Living Wage grew wider and yet IHG continued to give assurances to the 
London Citizens London Living Wage Foundation, the Mayor’s office and members of the London Assembly that 
it was going to phase in the London Living Wage.  

By 2017 when the lowest paid workers in IHG properties should have been celebrating an uplift in basic rates 
to £10.20 over 10% of the IHG workforce remained on the National Living Wage of £7.50 an hour and a further 
81% of under 25 year olds remained on the lower minimum wage.  

IHG then announced that it would no longer be honouring its London Living Wage pledge, citing statutory 
increases to the National Living Wage, auto enrolment pensions and the apprenticeship levy as factors in 
reaching this decision. 

In IHG hotels the concierge, kitchen staff, reception and housekeeping all earn below the London Living Wage 
and the reality of that is poor living standards, high travel costs from outer London and for many a reliance 
on tax credits and housing benefit to make ends meet. Given the huge profits enjoyed by IHG this has to be 
seen for what it is; a shameful reneging on a commitment to the city of London and a responsibility for 
creating workplaces that are increasingly short of staff as they leave in search of better employment.  

London Mayor Sadiq Khan made this challenge to the company: 

‘Given the ongoing success and profitability of IHG, I believe your business has the ability and responsibility to 
keep the promise you made both to Londoners and to your own staff.’

A Cat and Mouse Game: freedom of association; the right to organise and 
collective bargaining

In 2009 in the run to the 2012 London Games IHG became a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact.  

Andrew Cosslett the then CEO of IHG, stated in a letter to UN General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon “We are 
committed to making the Global Compact and its principles part of the strategy, culture and day to day 
operations of the company.” 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Cultural Rights 1966 Article 7 

… the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensures in a 
particular with remuneration, as a minimum with fair wages and a decent standard of living for themselves 
and their families.

‘By joining Unite you have damaged any trust we have in you’  

IHG manager
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In February 2017 IHG published a ‘Communication on Progress (COP)’ outlining their achievements with 
regard to the 10 UN Global Compact principles and reaffirming their commitment to them.  

There is no comment made within the COP on how IHG are making good on their commitment to UN 
Global Compact Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 
recognition of the right to collective bargaining.  

However, they do state that they have been rolling out human rights training over a period of time to their 
management teams. 

This is not Unite’s experience. 

From the outset Unite has attempted in good faith to engage the company in a constructive dialogue on 
the question of promoting freedom of association and collective bargaining in a positive light through 
workplace access and representation facilities. Our efforts have been met with avoidance, excuses and 
delays over a period of almost a decade. 

We have reached agreements with the company both verbally and in writing which would allow trade 
union access, distribution of union literature and representation via trained workplace union reps. On 
each occasion these commitments have not been delivered and agreements reached in good faith have 
been unilaterally rescinded. 

In our view IHG has consistently sought to render the role of the trade union to that of a service provider 
to individual employees in a clear and consistent effort to diminish and devalue the collective nature of 
freedom of association and the spirit and intent of collective bargaining. 

In May 2017 Unite held a protest and raised questions at the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders 
about these matters. As a consequence, a meeting was held with senior UK and European Human 
Resources managers. Concerns were put to them that IHG employees and IHG sub-contracted employees 
were routinely denied the right to the freedom of association and as a consequence stood little chance 
of exercising any rights to collective bargaining. The response was to call into question the definition of 
freedom of association, reframing it as an individual’s right to conduct an internet search of trade unions. 

The company did commit to giving further consideration to honouring its previous signed statement 
committing to the right of workplace access and facilities for the election of reps. A date to reconvene was 
agreed. This meeting was cancelled and a year later no new date has been offered and no further progress 
has been made. This deliberate avoidance of the core issues plays out in IHG workplaces as management 
effectively blocks any trade union activity; organisers are not allowed access to hotels and are not allowed 
to leave union literature.  

A workplace that allows its employees to join and form a trade union will let union organisers in to meet 
and talk with workers.  It will not bully workers because they are trade union members and would allow 
union literature to be freely distributed in the workplace. 

This does not describe an IHG workplace and as a consequence, union members become vulnerable and 
fearful of reprisals from their employer. 

It is certainly not in line with the company’s claimed position on human rights as a Global Compact 
signatory and MNE covered by the OECD Guidelines. 
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Collective bargaining can only function effectively if it is conducted freely and in good faith by all parties. 
This implies: 

• making efforts to reach agreements; 

• carrying out genuine and constructive negotiations; 

• avoiding unjustified delays; 

• respecting the agreements concluded, and applying them in good faith; 

• and giving sufficient time to the parties to discuss and settle collective disputes.

Unattainable Rights - an IHG union member’s experience 

I work in an IHG branded hotel. 

I am an active member of Unite Hotel Workers (UHW) branch and I represent the branch on a number of 
constitutional committees within Unite's structure. I have also represented the branch at external events 
and conferences at both national and international levels. 

In order to exercise our basic human right to freedom of association, hospitality workers in the UK need 
our employers to provide facility time and a space within our workplaces for reps and members to meet 
to discuss work related issues. 

IHG, like most other major hotel chains, claim that it respects the right to freedom of association because 
it recognises the legal right of its staff to individually join a trade union and take part in union activities 
in their own time. This has not been my experience. 

At my own hotel there are quite a few of us who are members of Unite, but we know that this is not 
something that is encouraged or even accepted by the management or the company. So at work we keep 
largely to ourselves. 

We have no space at work to meet so are unable to talk openly to our colleagues about the benefits of 
union membership, let alone discuss how to develop a framework for collective bargaining inside 
the hotel. 

The Labour Principles of the United Nations Global Compact A Guide for Businesses

Unite the Union and the Hotel Workers Branch believe that IHG has deliberately engaged in a cat and mouse 
game to avoid any genuine or meaningful concessions on union access to its employees and has failed to 
deliver on its UN Global Compact commitment in relation to its UK workforce.  

Furthermore, it has failed to deliver on it obligations in terms of promoting freedom of association and 
collective bargaining amongst the workforce in the country in which it has its headquarters.
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We have tried to organise meetings, outside of the workplace, in our own time, but shift patterns and 
family commitments make this difficult. Even if a few of us do manage to meet up we still face the 
problem of having no workplace facility to discuss matters with our colleagues. Not to mention our 
genuine fear of being victimised were we to proactively exercise our right to organise. 

I see this endlessly played out at our monthly branch meetings. We hear stories from workers from all 
the major global hotel chains about poor treatment and victimisation when they attempt to complain or 
make any form of collective plan to tackle problems. I have seen people fall asleep in meetings from 
overwork and stress. I have seen many members break down in tears from the ill treatment they've 
received at the hands of bullying managers. 

I would have expected it to be different in IHG as they have signed the UN Global Compact and have a 
human rights policy which is supposed to apply to all their business partners such as franchisees and 
owners. But it's not. It‘s just as bad practice. 

In terms of being able to exercise my own right to freedom of association in my own time this is hugely 
difficult. When I attend committees, conferences or other events as a representative of the Hotel branch 
I am using my own time or using my holiday entitlements. 

Other union reps who attend these meetings are either getting statutory paid time off for a trade union 
duty or statutory unpaid release for a trade union activity for which under union rules and HMRC 
guidelines they can claim loss of earnings. I get neither. I have to use my rest time or holiday, neither 
of which I am able to claim as a loss of earnings. 

This also impacts on my other colleagues within the hospitality sector and therefore places us at a huge 
disadvantage when it comes to participating fully in the democratic processes of the union let alone 
being able to effectively act as an advocate for my branch members on issues that are important and 
essential to their well-being. 

I note that the UN Global Compact Guidelines recommends that employers should take proactive steps to 
assist the development of collective bargaining structures in countries and sectors where such structures 
are not well developed. 

This is certainly the case within the UK hospitality sector.  I see no evidence of IHG taking ‘proactive 
steps’ or developing a proactive strategy to address the exploitative work practices, bullying and hostility 
to trade unions that exists in its UK hotels and the UK hospitality industry. 

I was a contributor to Unite's Unethical London report. From my first-hand experience, I know that the 
poor working conditions outlined in that report, also apply to IHG hotels. Far from being a global leader 
and taking steps to improve the situation, IHG is part of the problem. It is allowing bad practice to 
become standard practice, and by doing so is failing to uphold the principle of freedom of association, 
collective bargaining and workers’ rights in their own hotels and by extension the wider UK hospitality 
industry. 

For us who work in hotels our human rights to freedom of association and the rights to organise and 
bargain collectively are rendered meaningless by the company’s inactions and actions.
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Unattainable Rights – a union reps’ experience 

I am a branch officer for Unite the Union and a trained and accredited rep with legal entitlements to 
accompany members to grievance, discipline and appeal hearings. My role is defined by UK employment 
law and an ACAS Code of Practice. My experience is that while there are some good employers in 
hospitality who will abide by the law and the code and ensure I participate as fully as possible in order 
to ensure the best outcome for all concerned, there are others who deliberately undermine my role and 
deny my rights as a rep and the right of the member to be represented. 

I experienced this at an IHG property. 

My member asked me to accompany him to a meeting. The member advised the local management that 
he would be exercising his right to be accompanied by a union. Management insisted that my union ID 
was supplied 24 hours before the meeting. I advised the company that the legal requirement was for this 
to be produced at the meeting and that I would do this. I pointed out that 24 hours advanced supply of ID 
was not a legal requirement. 

I arrived at the hotel with my member and offered my credentials. I was refused entry and escorted off 
the property on the grounds that the meeting could not take place because I had failed to supply my ID 
24 hours in advance. This was a clear breach of the legislation and Code. I wrote to management pointing 
out the breach and offered new dates when we could reconvene. I specifically requested that the 
Wednesday of that week was avoided. 

Despite being fully aware of my non-availability on that day the meeting was scheduled on the day I had 
asked to avoid. The Code states that the purpose of a postponement is for both sides to reach an accom-
modation on an agreed date. 

Yet the member received quite a terse communication stating that management had scheduled time 
in their busy schedule to meet on that day. He was advised it was up to him to make sure I was in 
attendance and that the meeting would not be rescheduled to another day. This was clearly a very 
deliberate move to undermine my rights as a union rep and the basic statutory rights of my member. 
I have experienced similar tactics by other global hotel chains and it is clear to me the IHG’s attitude 
toward union representation contributes to the hostile climate toward trade union and trade unionist 
in the UK hospitality sector.
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• June 2009 – IHG announced as Olympic sponsor, Olympic Village consultant and preferred Hotel provider for 
2012 games. IHG is therefore identified as an employer who may be progressive and constructive enough 
to engage positively on the issue of freedom of association and collective bargaining. 

• August 2009 – Unite approaches IHG to meet under the auspices of the Principle of Co-operation 
agreement negotiated between London 2012 and the Trades Union Congress to discuss trade union access  
(this is based on the paragraph of the agreement which states  ‘The parties recognise the positive role that 
trade unions can play at the workplace and that games operatives should have the opportunity to take out 
and maintain trade union membership. Reasonable access will be given to appropriate Union organisers to 
visit and meet those working on games projects.’) 

• IHG rejects this approach, claiming these principles do not apply to IHG staff based on the type of Olympic 
contract they have entered into and stating that they have internal staff consultation structures and it 
would be in breach of their company commitment to their employees to meet with an independent 
trade union. 

• September 2009 – IHG confirm its endorsement to the United Nations Global Compact and commitment to 
promote key principles including promoting rights of workers to freedom of association and collective 
bargaining. 

• Based on this further development Unite continues to make approaches. But throughout 2010 IHG either 
rejects or ignores all proposals for constructive dialogue 

• May 2011 – Unite organises a demonstration outside the Holiday Inn Mayfair highlighting the fact that the 
company is one of the few major employers linked to the Olympics who neither pay the Living Wage or 
allow access for trade unions to its employees 

• June 2011 – Laura Firth HR Director attends a meeting at the TUC facilitated by LOCOG. At this meeting she 
insists that their commitment to Freedom of Association for their workers means that allowing access for 
trade unions to their hotels would be in direct breach of their employees’ rights not to associate. She also 
states that the London Living Wage would interfere with their existing pay structures. However she agrees 
to keep dialogue open with Unite.  

• Other than a telephone conference where the company suggests it is open to a pilot access arrangement 
at one of its hotels no actual face to face meetings take place with Unite and no genuine progress on the 
issue of trade union access is made. IHG does however, open up a dialogue with London Citizens on the 
question of the Living Wage 

• May 2012 – IHG announces that it will phase in the London Living Wage at its 8 directly managed properties 
in London over a 5 year period. IHG states that as a first phase 97% of its lowest paid workers will be 
uplifted to £6.80 an hour (£1.50 below the 2012 LLW rate of £8.30. Boris Johnson states – “This is a 
welcome decision by IHG – not only does it foster a loyal and hardworking workforce, it can help people 
out of poverty and give them a proper reward for their labour. 

• September 2013 – With the London Living Wage about to increase to £8.80 and many IHG workers still 
paid at the National Minimum Wage rate of £6.31 Unite stages another demonstration outside the Holiday 
Inn Mayfair, highlighting the lack of real progress on the company commitment to phase in the Living Wage 
as well failure to genuinely promote Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining in line with their 
UN Global Compact commitment. 

• This demonstration is followed up with a request from Unite to reopen dialogue on the question of trade 
union access under the framework of its proposed City Wide neutrality proposals. In doing this we noted 
that the British Hospitality Association, though its affiliation to HOTREC (Hotels, Restaurants and Cafes in 
Europe) and Unite through its affiliation to EFFAT (European Federation of Food, Agriculture and Tourism 
Trade Unions) are both de facto signatories to an agreed protocol on Improving Social Corporate 
Responsibility in the Hospitality Sector. 

Appendix One – Engagement and Avoidance Chronology



This protocol recommends that affiliated employers and trade unions go beyond basic legal and contractual 
requirements on a range of issues, including fair pay, health and safety and equal opportunity. The protocol 
contains the following positive statements on dialogue between social partners within the sector. 

A constructive social dialogue between employers, employers’ associations, employees’ representatives and trade 
unions at all levels is an important element for a successful functioning of the sector and its enterprises. 

• The company rejects the request for a meeting and re-iterates its unilateral position that its own structures 
are sufficient for its employees. 

• Further meeting request sent from Unite in November 2013. This letter is not acknowledged. 

• Another letter is sent in January 2014, quoting the provisions of the UK Human Rights and Equality 
Framework and the statement within this that refusal to allow trade union access is a negative indicator in 
terms of freedom of association. This is not acknowledged or replied to by the company. 

• April 2014  as part of its re-launched organising strategy the Hotel Branch produces Issue 1 of IHG 
employees Newsletter – sent by post to members employed in IHG, Holiday Inn and Crowne Plaza Hotels 
along with a survey. Member’s report having heard nothing whatsoever from the company about any plans 
to phase in the Living Wage. 

• May 2014 Protests are held at the Holiday Inn Kings Cross on May 1st (International Labour Day) and at the 
Intercontinental Hotel Park Lane in conjunction with the annual IHG shareholder’s conference. 

• June 2014 – Issue 2 of IHG employees Newsletter sent to members and distributed at staff entrances – 
management and security at some locations begin harassing organisers and attempting to discourage 
staff from taking information. Letters are sent to General Managers in 3 of the hotels requesting access 
facilities. None of these letters are acknowledged or responded to. 

• July 2014 – following lobbying from Hotel Branch the Labour group on the Greater London Assembly 
challenges the Mayor Boris Johnson on the failure of IHG to deliver on its Living Wage promise. Mayor 
agrees to write to IHG. Also as result of branch lobby of London Citizens pressure is applied to the Living 
Wage Foundation to write to IHG seeking a meeting and progress report on implementation of Living 
Wage. The company indicates a willingness to meet but cancels proposed dates at the last minute.  

• August 2014 – Issue 3 of IHG employees Newsletter sent to members and distributed at staff entrances.  
Demonstration held outside Crowne Plaza as part of 8/8 (£8.80) Living Wage Action day. Open letter to 
Mayor takes him to task once more for failing to ensure that IHG and other major hotel employers sign up 
to the Living Wage. 

• September 2014 – Letter sent to IHG giving notice that if dialogue on trade union access and freedom of 
association for IHG employees does not commence within a reasonable time period an official complaint 
will be registered with the UN Global Compact.   

• Response to this letter agrees a meeting 

• 16th January 2015 - meeting takes place at Unite House. Company agrees to enter into dialogue on access 
arrangements – but insists they are in no position to influence the hotel operated by franchisees 

• Second meeting is held in Intercontinental Park Lane. Company proposes that Unite should have access 
visit arrangements at all IHG managed properties and staff who join at each location should have the right 
to elect local shop stewards who will be able to exercise their statutory rights to time off for training etc. 
Also, that Unite can address town hall meetings at each location. 

• Meeting held at Holiday Inn Regents Park – Unite is advised that process is delayed as final wording of 
proposed agreement is being drafted and internal communications with company need to be resolved. 
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• Wording of agreement finalised. Unite raises question of franchisees. IHG provides HR contact details for 
Redefine bdl and Kew Green. Unite advises that once agreement is operational they will contact both to 
seek similar facilities. IHG does not offer any practical assistance in progressing this matter. 

• IHG proposes Holiday Inn Commercial Road as first managed hotel to pilot access. Agreement signed 
making specific reference to this. Introductory meeting held with General Manager and HR at property. 
Date agreed for Town Hall presentation. Agreement this will also include potential ESOL project with 
Learn with Unite  

• Officer, organiser and Learn with Unite rep arrive at hotel on agreed date only to be told that access can no 
longer be granted as the owner of the property has objected and does not wish union meeting with staff 
to go ahead on his premises.  

• Meeting with company held at Unite Regional Office on 15th December 2015. At the meeting company 
announces that the access agreement we had signed, providing facilities for union visits and the election 
of union reps with the right to time off for training can no longer be honoured by the company. 
The justification this is the wholly negative response they had apparently received from the owner of the 
Holiday Inn Commercial Road.  

IHG advises that it was their belief that the other hotel owners would react in the same manner. They 
described an industrial dispute in an overseas factory also owned by the Commercial Road Property 
owner, which they claimed had severely soured his attitude towards trade unions. They state that all of 
the property owners for the managed hotels are of the same ilk and therefore access is now completely 
off the table. They agree to come back with an alternative proposal. 

• Unite asks the IUF, the global federation we affiliate to if they are aware of a dispute such as the one you 
described and they were not. Our research into the owners of Commercial does not correspond to the 
description the company gave of the owner. 

• January 2016 Unite is approached by members at the Crowne Plaza Blackfriars who have just learned that 
their department is to be outsourced. They have been given 4 weeks’ notice and the company has 
breached the TUPE collective consultation regulations. When Unite challenges this, elections take place 
and the transfer date is delayed. However, the consultation itself is flawed and Unite is not allowed access 
to the hotel to assist the members and their elected reps. 

• Meeting takes place at Kensington Forum on 13th May 2016. An overview of complaints and concerns are 
given to IHG senior HR regarding the housekeeping subcontractor Servest. IHG take a wholly dismissive 
attitude and trivialises the concerns of staff. Servest openly state they do not recognise trade unions. 
Unite refers to IHG’s UN Global Compact commitments. 

IHG state that the commitment to Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining does not extend to 
support for union recognition. Unite refers to the OECD guidelines as providing the basis of an obligation 
on IHG towards applying leverage regarding outsourced workers. These are dismissed in the presence of 
Servest as being only guidelines which hold no weight. 

• At the end of the meeting on 13th May 2016 Unite requests an update on the agreement to distribute 
union materials to staff at the managed properties. IHG advise that they are ready to proceed. 

• May / June 2016 Unite sends several emails to IHG regarding activating the new agreement. No 
acknowledgement or response is received. Company is also copied in on a number of occasions to 
additional concerns about the conduct of Servest. No offer of intervention or support is forthcoming. 
IHG essentially reverts to its previous position of not engaging or communicating in any form with 
the Union. 

• May 2017 Unite sends open letter to CEO (no reply to date). Lobbies Shareholder AGM and tables question 
on trade unions rights. 
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The answer was given by Patrick Cescau the chair of the board who stated that IHG has no direct responsibility 
for the employment of staff and can therefore play no part in the setting of their wages. He also claimed that 
the letter sent to Richard Solomons by Unite was inaccurate and that IHG was fully compliant with Principle 3 
of the UN Global Compact. He also stated ‘we are committed to respecting the right of workers to not join a 
trade union and not talk to a trade union if that is what they want’  

• Subsequent approach was made by European HR Director to arrange meeting. 

• Meeting held on 2nd June 2017. Unite outlines its broad concerns about company conduct. Company 
insists that freedom of association is generally the right of individual staff to join whatever union they 
choose and individually use the services of that union. Unite points out that this is simply the minimum 
legal requirement of UK employment law and that freedom of association is the right of workers to 
associate freely in the workplace to establish a collective voice via a trade union and that freedom of 
association requires collective bargaining to be meaningful. Company continues to argue this is not the 
case and that internal company run staff forums are the equivalent of collective bargaining. 

• Company further argues that it can have no influence on franchise holders and property owners in terms 
of their attitudes toward freedom of association and again insists that the OECD guidelines are simply 
guidelines which place no obligation on them. Company also states that section of communication on 
progress to UN Global Compact which refers to rolling out their Human Rights policy to business partners 
refers to companies in their supply chain and not to franchisees or property owners. 

• Company offers again to put Unite materials in staff canteens but on the proviso that materials from 
other unions are also made available. Unite points out that no other union has expressed any interest in 
organising IHG workers and no other union has been in dialogue with the company on these issues over a 
protracted period of time. Unite makes clear that this approach would be viewed as union avoidance and 
an attempt to undermine the right to freedom of association by once more 
individualising union membership. 

• Meeting closes with a specific request for union access to the Crowne Plaza Blackfriars. Company agrees to 
consider and respond by 23rd June with a possible follow up meeting on 30th June. 

• The company subsequently contacted Unite to say it was unable to meet the agreed deadline of 23rd June 
and was therefore postponing the follow up meeting. To date no further communication on this matter has 
been received. 

• July 2017 - TUSO seminar for the hotel sector.

Human rights, Freedom of Association and the Right to organise for 
Collective Bargaining for workers in the UK Hospitality Sector 

12 Questions for IHG 

1. In 2009 IHG became a signatory to the UN Global Compact. In his letter to Ban Ki-Moon, UN General 
Secretary, dated 23rd November 2009, Andrew Cosslett, IHG's CEO committed to making the Global 
Compact and its principles part of the strategy, culture and day to day operations of company.  With the 
context of IHG's UK operations can you explain what practical steps the company has taken to ensure 
Principle Thee of the Compact - Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 
recognition of the right to collective bargaining – is being implemented as part of its strategy, culture and 
day to day operations?

OECD Guidelines Chapter V – Employment and Industrial Relations 

2a) Provide such facilities to workers’ representatives as may be necessary to assist in the development of 
effective agreements.

Appendix Two – 12 un answered questions



2. UN Global Compact Guidelines on Principle Three recommends that companies provide workers’ 
representatives with the facilities to assist in the development of effective collective agreements. What 
facilities do IHG provide and since 2009 what progress has been made toward promoting the effective 
development of collective agreements within IHG's UK portfolio?  

3. The UN guidance also states that companies should take steps to improve the climate in labour - 
management relations, especially in those countries without an adequate institutional framework. 
What practical steps have IHG taken to improve labour management relations against the backdrop 
of a disproportionately low level of trade union facilities and collective bargaining within the UK 
Hospitality sector? 

4. The IHG human rights policy states that the company supports the right of employees to decide if they 
want to be part or a union or not, free from any outside pressure or intimidation. Can the company clarify 
what is meant by 'outside' pressure and whether it is meant in specific reference to the role of independent 
trade unions? If so in which way does the company believe this to be compliant with the principles of 
freedom of association and collective bargaining and the right to organise under ILO conventions? 

5. The IHG Code of Conduct States - 'one area we can have greater influence over is the workplace. We 
respect our employees' rights to freedom of association...' Please outline the practical steps taken by the 
company to positively influence the rights of its employees in the UK to freedom of association. 

6. The UK Equality and Human Rights Commission has identified the refusal of workplace access to trade 
union organisers as having a negative impact on the right of workers to organise and participate in collective 
bargaining. Do you accept this to be the case? If not please provide a justification as to why not. 

7. Both the United Nations and the International Labour Organisation (ILO) state that the right of workers to 
bargain freely with employers is an essential element of freedom of association. Does the company agree 
with this position? If not please provide a justification as to why not. 

8. The OECD guidelines for multinational enterprises state that MNE's have a responsibility to provide 
facilities to assist in the development of effective collective bargaining agreements. As a MNE does IHG 
accept that it has this responsibility within the context of its UK operations to provide such facilities as 
are necessary for this purpose? If not please provide a justification for this position. 

9. OECD guidelines state that MNE's should use leverage on business partners to mitigate or prevent 
infringements of trade union rights. What practical steps has IHG taken to ensure that franchisees, 
property owners and sub-contracted service providers fully respect and promote the right of workers to 
freedom of association and collective bargaining?  

10. The OECD guidelines further state that where an MNE has caused, or is at risk of causing an adverse impact 
it should act to stop the adverse impact, or prevent the adverse impact before it occurs. What practical 
steps if any have IHG, as one of the leading hotel brands in the UK, taken to stop or prevent any adverse 
impact on the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining in its managed and franchised 
locations as well as within the workforce of those employed at these premises by sub contracted service 
providers?  

11. The guidelines further state that the where the MNE has caused or is at risk of causing an adverse impact 
it should ‘remedy’ (make good) actual adverse impacts. What processes or procedures do IHG have in place 
in order to ‘remedy’ actual adverse impacts on the human rights of workers to organise in order to enjoy 
the benefits flowing from freedom of association and collective bargaining? 

12. The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human rights states that where a company had caused or 
contributed to an adverse human rights impact, it should be actively engaged in it its remediation, by itself 
or in cooperation with others. This is underpinned by the OECD guidelines which state that MNE's should 
involve workers and trade unions in conducting human rights due diligence. Will IHG agree to engage with 
Unite in conducting a human rights due diligence exercise on the specific elements Freedom of 
Association and Collective Bargaining referred to in these questions in respect of its UK operation?
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Housekeeping at the hotel works for an agency employed 
on minimum wage, zero hours contracts, overworked and 
understaffed

Unite member IHG franchised property
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